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Hi Jeremy & Alex, 
 
I hope your week is off to a great start.  
 
The ultimate purpose of this email is to receive NHTSA feedback on Mazda’s interest to account for 47 Takata affected 
VINs (under the correct recall ID number) that our team (MNAO TAT) had repaired with a ‘final’ inflator/part through 
our Copart program.  
 
Background: 
As Mazda achieves a Takata accountability percentage ever closer to ‘100%’, the Takata Action Team (TAT) has found 
ourselves performing audits of various Takata VINs. We continually search for anomalies, outliers, etc.  
 
Recently, TAT found a group of 47 Takata affected VINs that had received ‘final’ (9416E/NHTSA 16V354) repairs at 
Copart yards prior to the NHTSA 19V781 recall launch. Currently, these 47 VINs are not being counted as repaired; as 
they had been moved on to 2618F (NHTSA 19V781) along with 573 document filings to NHTSA.  
 
MNAO TAT perspective: 
These VINs should be accounted for as receiving a final recall repair as part of the 9416E/16V354 recall; rather than 
these 47 VINs currently being considered unrepaired under recall 2618F/19V781. 
 
Original Category/Recall ID: 

 
 
Category/Recall ID where VINs received a ‘final’ repair: 

 
 
Category/Recall ID where 573 submissions currently place VINs: 

 
 
 
Proposed solution: 
MNAO TAT would like to work with Mazda Japan to resubmit 573 letters to NHTSA with these 47 Takata affected VINs 
that would officially place these 47 VINs in the 9416E/16V354 recall – where they had received their ‘final’ repairs. 
 
Why? 
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Whenever possible, MNAO has consistently pulled ahead DIRs/PGs launches to try and find and repair Takata affected 
VINs/Vehicles as soon as possible (since we believe the chances of finding and repairing recalled vehicles diminishes over 
time). By launching our Copart program and supplying the Copart team with the grouping of the first 11 characters of a 
Takata affected VIN, which covered these 47-VINs – even though 2618F/19V781 had not yet launched. From our 
perspective this action was appropriate, reasonable and responsible.  It is our belief that the refiling of the 573 letters to 
reclassify these 47 VINs as receiving their final repair in the 9416E (NHTSA 16V354) recall is the correct and appropriate 
next step. 
 
Request of NHTSA: 
Our team (and Mazda Japan/MC) are seeking NHTSA’s feedback and approval on this action (to refile the 573 letters 
reclassifying these 47 VINs as having received their final repair in the 9416E/16V354 recall). Would NHTSA agree with 
this course of action or present our team with their suggested course of action? 
 
NOTES: 
MNAO TAT Copart program process: 

 Sent grouping of first 11 characters of Takata affected VIN #’s over to Copart 
 Copart would scan for Takata affected vehicles making their way onto Copart yards…  
 Copart would provide MNAO all VINs that matched the first 11 characters of the VIN that made it onto their 

yards 
 MNAO would filter VINs and alert Mazda dealerships and/or AER mobile repair partner to those vehicles in local 

Copart yards needing Takata recall repairs…  
o (Given parts were available) MNAO TAT decided to escalate Takata recall repairs by ‘pulling ahead’ and 

developing a process of repairing Takata affected VINs/Vehicles prior to NHTSA’s ACRO DIR 
deadline/due date 

o MNAO TAT worked with MNAO Warranty to ensure the Warranty team did not reject these claims (since
they were ‘pulled ahead’ – and ensured that they were processed correctly through the MNAO 
RO/Warranty claims system) 

 
 
Thank you and your team in advance for your consideration and feedback. Please let me know if you/your team have 
any questions OR if it would be beneficial for me to schedule a conference call to discuss this topic in greater detail with 
the NHTSA team. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 

     
 

       
 

 
Mazda North American Operations 
200 Spectrum Center Drive, Irvine, CA 92618-5004   
www.MazdaUSA.com 
 

 

 




